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CHAPTEH I 

INTRODUCTION 

Although unconstrained inventory models have received 

much attention, the importance or constrained inventory 

models cannot be overemphasized. Few firms are blessed 

with 1nr1n1te resources. 

The constraints in inventory system deal with resources 

that in some way place limitations on the theoretical 

optimal policy. 1 When determining the policy. a straight-

forward application or the theoretical optimal formula may 

lead to impractical results. These may arise from a 

violation or the restrictions on available resources, which 

the theoretical optimal policy does not consider. 

This research 1a d1:recte4 towards improved management 

by recognizing a real world situation. Tbe problem ia to 

minimize the total coat of the 1nventor1 system in th• face 

ot multiple constraints. ".his suggests techniques of 

optimisation such as dynamic programming, direct enumeration, 

or Lagranglan multipliers. The I.agrangian multiplier method 

is selected tor its convenience. 

lcbapter II deal• with the derivation or theoretical optimal 
policy. It 1s abstracted rrom Reference 3, Section 10.7. 
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The assumptions underlying this treat1ae are: 

l) the models are deterministic 1n that both demand 

and procurement lead time ~re fixed. 

2) only the single-item. single-source system ta 

discussed in that cml1 one item is to be procured from a 

predetermined souree. 1 

SURVEY OF THE LIT!rnA'I'URE 

The purpose of this survey was to review the literature 

available on the application of the Lagrangi&"l multiplier 

technique to the inventory models. The findings are 

abstracted in the paragraphs which follow. 

Hadley and Whitin (Rer. 5-Page 433)2 give the mathe-

matical development of the La,gra.ngian multiplier technique 

and discuss the interpretation of the Lagrangian mult1pl1ers. 

They also discuss Newton's method of iteration. 

Banks (Ref. l) illustrates the gl!neral model3 subject 

to only a warehouse constraint. Th~ inventory syt.atem under 

study ts the multiple-item, single-source and the method of 

•other systems are the sinr,le-item, multiple-source, the 
multiple-item, single source, and mult1ple-1tern, mult1ple-
source presented in R~ference ij. 

2Tne soureea are :referred to as (:Ref. X-Page Y) where X 
r11present1!·referencct number as 11uted in bibliography and 
Y represents page number wherever applicable. 

3see Figure number one. 



warehouse constraint with each acting separately. He 

conclude:s that the !A.t&rang:!.on mu.lt1pl1er technique can also 

be uf.'ed when several compati.ble restrictions are a1multa• 

neously active. He. however, concludes that an explicit 

solution for the Lagrangian mul t1pl t~t"s very often becomes 

impossible to find and some search technique must be used. 

Churchmen, Ackoff and Arno!'f' (Ref. 2-Page 255) discuss 

the special model1 under single linear and non-linear 

constraints tor the tnult1ple-1tcmi single-source system. 

They also dimcuss the same model with two constraints. The 

method or determining the values for the Lagrangian mult.1-

pl1ers is by trial and error. They point out that there 

need not a.lways be a solution to the problem or tnventt>ry 

model under multiple constraints. Also, given the existence 

or a solution the; feel the need or an ett1cient method of 

determinJ,:ng the Lagrangian mu.lt1pliere. 

The literature survey 1ncUeated a need to, 

l) use the general model tor analyaia with multiple 

oonatraints. 

2) determine the Lqrangian multipliers expl1o1t11, 

lsee Figure number two. 
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3) clearly indicate the c~~b1nat1ons ot compatible 

and incompatible conatra1nts. 

The author believes tha.t the research presented in this 

treatise overcomes these difficulties for the s1nsl•-item, 
single-source inventory system. 
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CHAPTER I! 

THE GENERAL MODEL 

The main purpose tor holding inventory 1• to make demand 

independent or supply. This treatise concerns itaelf with 

the a1ngle-1tem. single-source procurement and inventory 

process which may be described as follows. A stock or certain 

item 1• maintained to meet demand. When the number of items 

on hand and on order talla to a predetermined level. aot1on 

ia initiated to procul'f.t a replenishment quantity from the 

single predetermined source. The objective or this chapter 

1• to present a general model which may be used to determine 

the p.rocurement level and the procurement qu.antit)' ao that 

the total coat associated with the procurement and inventor1 

system will be minimized. 

GENERAL SYMBOLISM 

The effectiveness function for the system deacribed 

above ma1 be expreaaed aa follows: 

F. • f(x,y) 

Where R • measure or effectiveness sought (m1n1m11e total 

system cost). 

x • policy variables under direct control or the 

decision maker of when to procure and bow much 

to procure. 



1 • the parameters not directly under control or 
the decision maker or procurement lead t1m•• 

replenishment rate. item cost. procurement cost, 

demand, holding cost, and shortage cost. 

The following symbolism will be adopted: 

TC • total system cost per period 

L • procurement level 
Q • procurement quantity 

D • demand rate in un1ts per period 

T • lead time in periods 

P • number or periods per cycle 

R • repleniabment rate 1n units per period 

c1 • item coat per unit 

cp • procurement cost per procurement 

Ch • holding cost per unit per period 

C8 • ahortage cost per unit short per period. 

MODEL PORMULATIOH 

It it is assumed that demand for the item 1a determ1n-
1st 1c, that replenishment rate is tinite CR > D) 1 that 

shortage coat 1s finite. and that unaat1et1ed demand la not 

lo•tJ the inventor1 process may be graph1oa11J represented 

as 1n Plgure l. 
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Figure 1. The General Model 
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'l'he total system cost per period will be the aum of the 

item cost per period (IC)• the procurement cost per period 

(PC)• the holding cost per period (HC), and the shortage 

cost per period (SC); 

TC • IC + PC + HC + SC. 

The mathematical expressions will be developed for each 

component er the total cost and added together to get the 

total system cost per period. 

Item cost. Item cost per period will be the item coat 

per unit times the demand in units per period, 

(2.1) 

Procuament cost. 'l'he procurement cost for the period 

will be coat per procurement divided by the number or 

periods per cycle, 

From F1gure l, 

elope D • Q/P, 

p • Q/D • 

Substituting Equation (2.3) into Fquation (2.2) gives 

PC • C80 • 

(2.2) 

(2.4) 



Holding coat• Holding cost for the period will be the 

holding cost per unit per period times the average number 

or units in stock <J.> for the period, 

(2.5) 

The expression for can be derived aa follows: the 

net rate or accumulation durini:; time (t1 + t 2) is (R - D). 

The maximum accumulation is designated as !max in Pi~ure l. 

The tollowinfr, algebraic expressions are ev1d.ent: 

(2.6) 

I + DT-L • max 
b • (2.8) 

From Equation (2.6), Equation (2.7). and Equation (2.8) 

D • Q(l-yr) + I..-DT • 

The total number of unit periods or stock on hand during 

the inventory cycle is 



1J -

2 
- "t m...... l l • {""" Cr-tr + !iJ • 

Substituting Equation (2.9) for Imax gives 

(2.10) 

Substituting Equation (2.10) in Equation (2.5) gives 

B\lt s1nee 

(2.ll) 

(2.12) 

Shortage cost. Shortage cost for the period will be 
shortage cost per un1.t per p•r1od times the average number 

of unitu short tor the period (s). 
C8 S 

SC • T 

The total number or unit periods of shortage during the cycle 

ia 
('< 

s • ~ (tl + t4) 



s s s • max ( max + max] 
~ r-n- -rr- . 

But since Smax • DT•L 

(2.14) 

Substituting Equation (2.14) in Equation (2.13) g1vea 

Using Equation (2.ll) 

2 C5 (DT-L) 
SC • '4'j(! - fi}~) t (2.15) 

'l1ottl sz:stem cost. 'l'he total system cost per period 

for the manufacturing model will be a summation or the four 

cost components developed in Equation (2.1). Equation (2.4), 

Equation (2.12), and Equation (2.15). Thus, 

2 C (DT-L) 8 
+ ~i'.l(! - b/hJ • 

Equation (2.16) rnay be modified as follows: 

Tc • ~SD ChQ(l-D/R) 
C1D + + ...... -.2-- • Ch(DT-L) 

+ ( Cp + Cs)( D'll-L) 2 
' 20t 1-b7fi) • 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 
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OPTIMIZATION 

The total s7stem C05t is a function of two independent 

variables. L and Q. Taking the partial derivatives of TC 

with respect to Q and with respect to (DT-L) and setting 

the results equal to zero r,ives 

aTC Cp~ Ch(l-D/H) 
Tir' a - . + 2 I -

Q 

From F:quatlon (2.19) 

DT-L Ch(l - D/H) 
~ • b + e n • 

b a 

2 (Ch + C8 )(DT-L) 
~ I _ -·,I 

2Q (l - D/R) 
• 0 

(2.19) 

(2,20) 

Substituting Equation (2.20) in Equation (2.16) gives 

cl!~ Ch(l-0/R) ch3(l-D/R) c.ch2(l-O/R) 
- Q + ' 2 - 2(C + c )~ - 2(n c ) • o. 

h s ~h + s 

i.e. 

i l Q. 

The minimum cost procurement level may be derived from 

Equation (2,20) as 

(2.21) 



- 1-6 .., 
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/ 
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/ 2C D 
v l!g(l + @.,~h) • (2.22) 

E;quation (2.21) and Equation (2.22) may now be substituted 

back into the total coat equation to give an expreeaion for 

minimum total system eost. The result is 
r--.. ---·-·-

I ,: .l 
:t-b711 
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CHAPTER III 

THE CONSTRAINED GENERAL MODEL 

In this chapter followin~ constraints will be discussed 

1n relation with the general model: 

Constraint one: There is a limitation on the maximum, 

warehouse space available. 

Constraint two: An upper limit exists on the ~ax1mum 

number of orders that can be placed 

per period. 

Constraint three: The maximum amount of capital 

Constraint tour: 

invested in the inventory is limited. 

There is a limitation on the number 

of set ups that can be made per period. 

DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF CONSTRAINTS 

In this section the nature of each constraint 1e 

examined in order to make sure that the expression developed 

tor each constraint is correct. A dimensional analysis is 

carried out using the following fundamental quant1t1ea in 

the analysis: 

l) 

2) 

3) 

Time 

Time 

Unit 

Unit 

1n periods 1s denoted by [TJ 

1n hours is denoted by [tJ 

ot inventory ia denoted by· (N] 

or money 1a denoted bJ [$) 
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4) Unit of length is denoted by [L] 

and 5) Dimensionless quantities are denoted by [ l] . 

Warehouse restriction. Each item that is inventoried 

consumes scarce warehouse space. The fact that acquiring 

warehouse space reduces working capital of the firm puts 

limitations on the maximum warehouse space available. Let, 

I = maximum units of inventory during the cycle max 
= Q{l - ~) + L-DT 

K = fraction of Imax in storage (for average 

inventory this will be 0.5) 

w = space consumed by each unit in square 

feet per unit per period 

and S = total warehouse space available in square 

feet per period. 

Therefore, total space consumed < total space available, 

or Kwimax < s. 

Writing in dimensional form 

~ 
~ rrr. 

(3.1) 

Restriction on number of orders. Placing the order 

involves secretarial and accounting activities, follow up, 
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and receiving. Since theae activities consume scarce 

management resoureea ot the rirm • many firms put a re-

striction on the maximum a."!lount or ordere that can be 

placed per period. Let, 

D • demand in units per period 

Q • procurement quantity in units 

A • maXirdum number of orders per period. 

Tberetore 1 the maximum number of orders placed !. mu1mum 

~umber of orders ~vaileble. or 
D 
"!'! < A • 
">I -

Writing in dimensional form 

Ca1>1tal restriction. !nventory consumes scarce capital 

and hence an upper limit is normally placed on the capital 

that can be invested. 111 the inventory. Let• 

Imax • maxL~um units in 1nventot'J' during the cycle 

c1 • item coat in dollars per unit 

C • maximum capital available in dollars. 

'1'herefore 1 the maximum investment 1n inventory .!. maximum 

capital available tor inventory, or 
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Writing in dimens1onal fonn 

[N) fij ,![$] 

[$ J ,![$ J. 

'et MR t1ee rea~r1p:1~q. Manutaotur1ng usually starts 
with the activity or set up. Th1a includes setting up 

tools, changing jigs and t1xtu.rea, and other similar 

operations to start production. Since a limited number or 
set up men are available on each shop tloor the total aet.up 

time on the tloor should not exceed their capacity. Let, 

D • demand 1n un1ts per period 

Q • procurement quantity in un1ta 

t • time required per set up 1n hours 

T' • total time available in hours per period. 

The number ot per1oda per cycle was given by Equation (2.3) 

aa P • Q/D. Thus. the number or cycles per period is D/Q. 

Thererore, the total set up t1me required c available set up 
. -

time, or 

D t c '"' ?S' -· • 

Writing in dimensional form 
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The dimensional analysis proves that Equation (3.1) 1 

f:qua.tion (3.2), Equation (3.3) and Equation (3.'4) are 

dimensionally balanced. 

THE GENEFAL MODEL WI'l'H TWO CONSTRAINTS 

Consider first the case where there is an upper limit 

S on the square feet of warehouue space, and an upper limit 

A on the maximum number or orders that can be placed per 

period. Both of these constraints are assumed to act 

simultaneously. The Lagrangian multiplier technique can be 

used to determine a.n opti!'lutn on the boundary for this 

situation. The problem requires the optimization of 

C D C11Q(l-D/R) 
TC{Q.L) • C1D + T + .;:. - Ch(DT-L) 

(Oh + C8 ){ 0'1'-t)2 
+ 24(1-b/R) • from Equation (2.17) 

subJeet to the following constraint conditions: 

Kw! < S from Equation (3.1} max -
D/Q <A. from Equation (3.2) -

Let. 

11 be such that i.1 < O for (S .. Kwimax • O), and 

11 • 0 tor (S - Kwimax > O). Then, 



11 (S - Kwimax> • o 
D -._, -
Ii 

(DT-L)}] • 0 • (3.5) or 11 [S • Kw (Q(l 

Sim1lar11 let, 
!; A2 be such that A2 > O for (A - tS" • O), and l 2 • 0 for 

(A - & > O). Then, 

Equation (2.17), Equation (3.5)• and Equation (3.6) 

may be added to g1ve the total cotlt function asi 

C D CtQ(l - D/R) 
TC .. c1v + T + 4 ~ , - ch (DT-L) 

c ch + c,,> O>T-L) 2 D 
+ ~tn!-B/rtJ + >+1 cs ... Kw LQ(l - y:r> 

In Equation (3.7) there are four unknownsi Q1 L, 111 

and A2• Four independent equations must be obtained to get 

the explicit values of these quantities. Thi• can be done 

by differentiating Equation (3.7} with respect to each of 

these unknown quantities end equating the resulting expres-

sions to zero. These four equations then can be aolved 

simultaneously to get explicit values or Q, L, 11 and 12• 

D1tterent1at1ng Equation (3.7) wi!h respect to Q g1vea 
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D1tterent1at1ng Equation (J.7) with respect to (DT·L) gives 

D1f:f'erent1at1ng Equation (3.7) with respect to 11 gives 

ITC 1l Tri• S - Kw (Q(l - Jf) • (DT-L)} • o. (3.10) 

And differentiating Equation (3.7) with reapeet to 12 gives 

;'l'c o 
2 • 1l-~·o. (3.11) 

Prom Equation (3.11) 

or (3.12) 
Subat1tut1ng tor Q 1n Equation (3.10) rrom Equation (3.12>. 

S D ( D) · rw • r i - tr - < DT-L> 

J! D S 
( DT-L) • x ( 1 - I ) - i;: (3.13) 



L • DT - * (1 - i> + ~ • 

From Equation (3.9) 

Subst1tut1n~ for Q and (DT-L), Equation (3.12) and Equation 

(3.13) respectively. in the above expression gives 

Simplifying further, 

(3.15) 

From Equatior. {3.8) 

Multiplying both sides by (-Q2/D) gives 
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Substituting ror Q and (DT-L) from Equation (3.12) and 

Equation (3.13) respectively, 

C ~ {l-D/R) 
12 • cP - h A 'B 

2 c _ 2 D (l _ 0) S + S } + ~;D (l _ ft){- ,;. 
t Ti'XWW" 

Simplifying further, 

ChP(l-D/P) 
Cp • . 2 + 

2A · 

2 (ch + c8 )s 
+ 2K2w~D(l-D/fi) -

(C0 + C8 )D(l-D/R) 
2A~ 

.. 

• c p 
-chD(l-D/1~;) + (Ch + c.)D(l-D/H) -2CSD(l-D/R) 

+ .......-----------~-------...----------------2A 

-cch + c8 )s + (ch + c8 )s + cch + c8 )s2 
+ ~wA 2K~w~D{l•D/F) 

c.D(l-D/R) (Ch + Cs)s2 
• Cp - 2A~ + 2K2w~D(l-D/R) • 
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Thus• b)' solving Equation (3.11). Equation (3.10), 

Equation (3.9} and Equation (3.8} simultaneously., explicit 

solution for policy variables Q and L can be obtained a.a 

shown 1n Equation (3.12) and Equation (3.14). Values for 

the Lagrangian multipliers can be obtained from Equation 

(3.15) and Equation (3.16). 

INTERPF.E'l'ATION OF THE LAORA.NGIAN MULTIPLIERS 

The above opt1m1r.at1on with Lagrangian multipliers 

has an 1ntereat1ng economic interpretation. In the above 

discussion TC represents the average total cost per period 

and the constraints represent lirn1ta.t1ons on the physical 

resources such as warehouse space and number of orders. 

Then by its dimensions. A1 and i 2 must be the values or the 

respective resources. Intuitively we see that 

which means that ,.l 1s the amount by which the total coat 

will increase by adding one additional unit of warehouse 

space. This arguement can be generalized for ).2 1n particular 

and ln in general. The La7,rang1an multipliers can thus be 

considf':red to be the imputed values or shadow prices of the 

resources, 
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ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 

The use ot the Lagrangian multiplier as an optimization 

technique will now be illustrated with an. example. The 

warehouse constraint and munber of orders constraint will 

be asaumed to act simultaneously. The general model will be 

used. Let, 
D • 8 units per period 

T • 10 periods 

R • 16 units per period 

c1 • $ 4.50 per un1t 

cp • $80.00 per procurement 

ch • $ 0.20 per unit per period 

Ce • $ 0.10 per unit short per period• 

Also let, 

K • 1 

w • 10 square feet per unit per period 

S • 250 square teet per period 

an.d A • O.Olt order per period. 

~tee one - cale!r!ltte nol1cy va.r11bles 9 ~d L. By 
using Equation (2.21) and Equation (2.22) reapeetively. 

A 

Q • 

• !S~ao • 196 units 
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L • acio> - j 1 - it j c~111rf'fl~1111r~11m 
• so -F J 85110 

• 15 unita 

Also. Ima.x • (196(1 • fs.> + 15 - (8)(10)} 

• (98 + 15 - 80} • 33 unite 

• $42.53 per period 

warehouse constraint is 

Kwimax < s -
(1)(10)(33) c 250 -

SJO c 250 • -
Sine• tM spaee requ1r-ed for th& 1nven•or;y 1• more thtm the 

available, t:be conatr~!nt ia active. The number of order• 

oonatra1nt is• 

< A -
:r~o ! o.o4 
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0.0408 < 0.04 

Since number of order placed per period is higher than the 

allowed figure, the constraint is active. 

Since both the constraints are active, previous analysis 

can be applied directly. Equation (3.12), Equation (3.14), 

Equation (2.9), Equation (2.17), Equation (3.15) and 

Equation (3.16) will be used. 

Step three - policy variables under constraints. 

Q = ~ = ~ = 200 units from Equation (3.12) 

L = DT - ~ (1 - ~) + ~ from Equation (3.14) 

= ( 8)(10) - 8 ( 8 ) 250 o:crzr 1 - IO+ (1)(10) 

= 80 - 100 + 25 = +5 

Imax = Q(l - i> + L-DT from Equation (2.9) 

= 200(1 8/16) + 5 - (8)(10) 

= 100 + 5 - 80 = 25 
CPD ChQ(l-D/R) 

TCactual = CiD + Q + 2 - Ch(DT-L) 

(Ch + Cs )(DT-1)2 
+ 2Q(l-D/R) from Equation (2.17) 

= (4.50)(8) + (80)(8) + (0.20)(200)(1-8/16) 200 2 
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(0.20 + 0.10){(8)(10)-5} 2 
-(0. 20){( 8 )(l0)-5 } + (2)(200)(1-8/16) 

= 36.00 + 3.20 + 10.00 - 15.00 + 8.44 

= 42.64 

Therefore, penalty due to constraints 

= TCactual - TCmin 

= $42.64 $42.53 

= $ 0.11 per period. 

Shadow prices of these resources can be calculated as follows: 

and 

= $ 

= $ 

= $ 

from Equation (3.15) 

0.10 (250)(0.04)(0.20 + 0.10) 
(1)(10) + (1) 2 (10) 2(8)(1-8/16) 

0.01 + 0.0075 

0.0025 per additional square foot. 

-- (0.10)(8)(1-8/16) + (0.20 + 0.10)(250) 2 $80 -
(2)(0.04) 2 (2)(1) 2 (10) 2(8)(1-8/16) 

= $80 - 125 + 23.4 

= $21.6 per additional order. 

Step four - analysis of results. The requirements to 

satisfy the warehouse constraint and the number of orders 

constraint are somewhat contradictory. The warehouse 

constraint requires that Imax (which directly increases with 
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Q but is not a function of Q alone) should be as small as 

possible to satisfy the warehouse constraint, while the 

number of orders constraint requires that Q should be as 

large as permissible by the constraint. 

The procurement quantity (Q) increases from 196 in the 

unconstrained condition to 200 in the constrained condition. 

This apparently is undesirable because this will increase 

Imax which is given by {Q(l - ~) + L-DT}. As can be seen 

from this, Imax is a function of both Q and L. In the above 

example L decreases from 15 to 5 although Q increases. This 

increase in Q, and decrease in L, finally result in reducing 

the Imax from 33 to 25 to satisfy the warehouse constraint. 

Close inspection of the results will reveal that both 

constraints are satisfied on the boundary. Warehouse space 

required for the constrained condition is 

S = Kwimax = (1)(10)(25) = 250 square feet. 

Number of order placed for constrained condition is 

A = § = 2 ~ 0 = o.o4. 

These values of S and A are on the boundaries of the 

constraints. The constraints result in the deviation of 

actual policy from the theoretical optimal policy. A 

penalty of $0.11 per period is incurred. 



In the previous chapter explicit solutions ror the 

policy variables and the Lti;;".ranf;ian multipliers were 

obtained for the general model subject to two constraints. 

In this chapter all four constraint~ d1ecuase6 previously 

will be assumed to act simultaneously. For ea3e of illus-

tration a special modf'!l O•'lg:ure 2) which can be obtained 

by puttin~ P • •, C~ ~ • and (DT) • L in Equation (2.17) ,;,; 

will be used to begin the presentat.1on. 

'l'HE SPECIAL l•iODE:L 

The total cost equation for this model becomes: 

C D C r 
·re • c1o + ~· + ·B·i • .: . 

And the constraint coriditione can be written as follows: 

1) warehouse constraint, Jo1:wQ ~ ~ (4.2) •.. .... ~ -
2) number of orders constraint, c··1r) l) , .. , < - A (4.3) 

3) capital constraint, (:Ci < c (li,4) -
4) set up titl1e constraint, ( O/C;)t< T'• (l!.5) -
The total cost :function then can be formulated by adding 

the optimization function and constraint conditions accord-

ing; to the La.;~rangian multiplier technique as follows: 
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Q Q 

p 

Figure 2: The Special Model 
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OPTIMIZA'I'ION 

Explicit solutions for :,;·, >. 1 , >.. 2 , >. 3 and >. 4 requires 

that five independent equations tit:; obtained and solved 

simultaneously. 'l'he five eqlJ&t ions are as rollows: 

Dt ). c + l • 0 3 '.i ~· ~ 
.:::-;.,;... 

al'f',... / ,,2 2 \2 ' "' ,.. 
K""r(~ 0 ..,-- 0 - .. ,:.) - &; or K w c, • {j.\l <.) (4.8) 

"l 
3TC n ,.2 L''' A 0 or i 0 tr; • - ?'}' • .r!. -~ II ' ... .-· 

lt'l'C c QCi 0 2 2 2 0 - Ill - = or c - Q Ci • a" 3 (4.10} 

,, 
a TC T'• •r·' 2 

.,.~.G t2 T' v t • 0 or !.) o • n; • - ~ 
, - -,,. = 

(';;. 
"'·'·· 

(lt.11) 

'.I'ht:tse rive equations can be solved simultaneously. f<'rom 

Equation (4.7), 

c 
l ( - C D ) h + '"""° n + 1,,D +A,, Dt = - - + ;. 1Kw :\ 3c1 Q~ • t:. q 2 
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Multiplying both numerator and denominator by (-2) ~iveu 

(4.12) 

'f'his valuu of r,:2 may be substituted back :i.nto Equation 

(4.B), Equation (4.9), fquatton (4.10)• and Fquat1on (Q.11) 

to obtain the following expressions: 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

Equations (4.13) throuffe~~h (4.15) nay be further rea.rra.ng:ed 

as follows 

+?rr•2,"'" -'"',.,2t2c ' +'><r'21"'!t>. .... n2t2c +··ui·'2c• D 
•· • i..J I\ 2 ,c, ,_,. •' i A '°.l ._ • ,1., 4 ,,_. "'h C:. ' ''.!"\ 

J r 
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1~. matrix can be formulr:tted from tiH'SE''. e 11uations as follows 

... 2;;2 
,...,., 0 

"'l<:!2 ~1 2 '.') c +').c2 2c D) Kw 21<~~;""· tJ e.. 2x.:.:w Dt ( ('.''· ;:;:. .. ...... :> -h ..,, w "P · .l 

_,,r,2 K1rt 2li 2 r·• 2n2 ,... 2 Dt (-D2 Ch+2t2 CPD) c. "" 
.,, "'i 2A 

.. , ~, '"' 2 (-c2 2 -2C' Kw "C t:: D 2C" Ci ~·r· nt Ch+2Ci r D) .:;, 'i .;'. , j, '"p. 

-2L2t2Kw 2rr 12 D -:r;2t2c t:..•. .,, 1 ')f'l. 2 c: .. J, !)t (-D2t 2ch+2rr' 2 C D} p 

t careful stud;{ of the r1.atrix shows that column one and 

column three are proportional K1.th a ratio of proportionality 

or Kw/c1 • Likewise, column two and coluun four have a ratio 

of proportionality of D/Dt. The ;;roport:tonal rows or col-

umne in the matrix mean incornpntib1l1ty if r1;,r,ht hm1c2 5ide 

vector is not in the same proportion. The ~atrix having 

proportional columns or row'~ er havin:,:; all elements or one 

or more rows or columns equal to zero is a s1nr;ular matrix. 

A singular matrix has no solution. 

For the four constraint~ under consideration the matrix 

will always be s1nf;ular. ':"his 51tuat1on has to do with the 

inequalities of thfl' constraints themselves. The left hand 

sides of Inequatjcm (4.2) and 'Inequat.ir.m {4.Ii) are propor-

tional to each other• the ratio of pro port 1onal1 ty be1nr:: 

Kw/c1 • Likewise the left ht.md eides of Inequation (4.3) 

and Inequat1on (4.5) have a ratio of proportionality of D/Dt. 

'Thua. althougb there are four unknowns with four equations, 

explicit values cannot be obtained due to the presence of 

1ncompat1b111ty. 
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INCOMPATIBLE CONSTRAINTS 

The special model. The procurement quantities for 

different constraints, when only one of them is active at 

a time, can be determined by Equation (4.8), Equation (4.9), 

Equation (4.10), and Equation (4.11). The procurement 

quantity with the warehouse constraint is S/Kw, with the 

number of orders constraint is DIA, with the capital con-

straint is C/C., and with the set up time constraint is 
l 

Dt/T'. If more than one constraint are acting simulta-

neously, there will never be one value of Q which will 

satisfy all constraints. Although explicit values of the 

La~rangian multipliers can be determined, the procurement 

quantity will always come out to be indeterminate. The 

only approach to such a problem will be the trial and error 

method given by Churchman (Ref. 2-Page 269). 

The general model. The four constraints with the 

general model can be subdivided into two incompatible ~roups 

the incompatibility being present within the group itself. 

Group A: [Warehouse + Caoital]. 

Group B: [Number of orders + Set up time]. 

Any other combination of constraints including either (or 

both) of these groups in combination with the remaining 

constraints, will also be incompatible. These incompatible 

combinations are listed below. 
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1) [Warehouse + Capital] + Number of orders 

2) [Warehouse + Capital] + Set up time 

3) [Number of orders + Set up time] + Warehouse 

4) [Number of orders + Set up time] + Capital 

5) [Number of orders + Set up time] + [Capital 

+Warehouse]. 

OPERATING POLICY UNDER INCOMPATIBILITY 

The special model. It can be shown that no explicit 

solution exists for multiple constraints for this model. 

Let number of orders constraint and the capital constraint 

act simultaneously. Then, the optimization function can be 

formed as: 

TC(Q) = C D CPD + ChQ + A (A - Q) + A (C 
i + Q 2 2 Q 3 

Differentiating Equation (4.17) with respect to Q gives 

a TC 
aQ = -

= -

Equation (4.18) can now be substituted in Equation (4.9) 

and Equation (4.10) to give 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 



Solvinr:. these two equationa sir'..ultancou.sly ~~ives 

Substitutin~ these values cf i 2 and i 3 back into Fquation 

{h.18) r:ives 

2C D - 2(C )D ,...,; ;r-:~ 0 :::: 0 

wh.ich ls irn:iete!"t~inate. 

problem will become el ther lncon:rAt ible or indetermlnate 

and the solution may only te obtained by the trial and error 

net hod. 

':'he treneral model. opttrmm solution cannot easilj• 

be obt~ined when incompatibility e:xists. Fowever • the 

following scheme will b~ useful in obt2intnr·' the? next best 

eolution. Jt will be P~surned tnat all constraints are ri7id 

and cannot b~ violated. 

Gro~l" r (~1arehouse conf~tr·aint and eapitel constraint). 

'rhe !max calculated to s~tisfy ~. wnrehouse constraint will 

be S/Kw while that ror a capital constraint will be c;c1 • 

~1.nce • in .v:eneral ~VKw ls not equal to c;c1 , tbc1a can never 
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S/Kw 

I. Group A constraints 

Select this 
restriction. 

c 
(D/A) 

II. Group B constraints 

Figure 3: Selection of Proper Constraints 
under incompatibility. 

Q 
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be a single value of !max which will satisfy both of theae 

conatra1nta at their boundaries. In this case,. the alter-

native would be to satisfy the constraint requiring a lower 

value of Imax so that the other constraint will automatically 

be satis.fied. 

Constraints for this group are sketched in the upper 

halt or Figure 3 assuming that S/Kw is less than C/c1• Any 

attempt to increase Imax beyond point A will violate the 

warehouse restriction. 

Rule l - Select the constraint requiring the 

lower Imax 'between c;c1 and 5/Kw. 

Groun B (number of orders constraint and set up time 

constraint): The procurement quantity calculated to aatit.Sf.f 

the number or orders constraint will be D/At while that tor 

' aet up t1me constraint will be (D/T )(t). Since,. in general, 

D/A 1s not equal to (D/T')(t) the single procurement quantity 

can never satisfy both or these conatraints on the1r bound-

ar1es. The same argument as for Imu .in Group A rtiay be 

appl1ed 1 except that tne la.rser value or Q should be chosen 

because Q is 1n the denominator or Inequality (4.3) and 

Inequality (4.5). 

Constraints for this group are sketched in the lower 

half ot Figure 3, assum1ng 0/A is greater than (D/II' 1 )(t). 

Any attempt to move towards the lert or point D will violate 

the reatr1ct1on. 
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Rule 2 ..,. Select the constraint requiring 

larger procurement quantity between 

DIA and (D/'1' 1 )(t) • 

GENERAL PROCEDURE U'NDER INCOMPATIBILITY WITH TME GENERAL 

MODEL 

Calculate Q• L• Imax• and T<=m1n disregarding 
constraints. 

St12 two. Check for the active constraints. 
s~ep tbrte. Select proper constraints from group A and 

grouv s. 
Step .four. Solve for the constraints in step 3. 

The above procedure will be illustrated by solving an 

example. All data for the example or Chapter III will apply 

to this problem. In addition, the following data will be 

asaumeda 

t • 4 hours per set up 

T• • 0.1615 hours per period 

C • 135 dollars. 

Step one .. calculate o, L• Imax and TCmin without any 

con•ttsint. 
Q 

From the exa.m.ple of Chapter !!! 1 

• 196 unite 

L • 15 units 

Imax • 33 un1tn 

TCmin • $42.53 per period. 
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~t!p two - Cbegk tor apt1V! Oftptrtln£a• 'fbfi VS.NbOU88 

constraint 1a 

Kwiw.u 
(1)(10)(33) 

330 

< -.. -
c -

n ._, 

250 

250. 

Since the spno• required for the inventor: is motte than the 

available. the oonatraint 1~ active. 

The number ot orders constraint 1c 

D/Q < A -
8/196 < o.o4 -o.oima < - 0.011. 

Since the number ot order placed per period ia more than tbe 
allowed t1gure 1 the constraint ia active. 
The capital oonatra~nt is 

(33)(-.5) 
148.5 

< c -
c 135 -
< 135. -

S1noe the eap1tal required 1s more than the allowed 11mit1 

the conatraint is active. 

The number of set upa constraint 1• 



{fl/Q){t) ' < T -
(8/196 ){ 4) < 0.1615 -
0.1635 < 0.1615 -

Since the l"ftqu1red set up time ia more tbe.n the available, 

the constraint 1a active. 

Aa d1acuaaed before, a1nce all rour conatraittta are 
active the incompatibility v1ll exist, To avoid tbia. a 

screening procedure must be applied. 

$tep three • select Rtoee~ oonstr&ints. The proper 

oonatra1nta will be selected from group A and group B aa 

tol.lowa: 

Grgffi A. lmax au c&lculated from tbe ava1lab1l1t1 or 
resources tor the warehouse constraint is 250/(1)(10) or 25 

units and that tor the cup1tal constraint ia 135/4.5 or 30 

unita. Since 25 1a leaa. than 30. tbe warehouse eonstre.1nt 
muat be celeoted according to "Rule one•*. 

Oroye B. Q calculated from the ava1labil1t1 ot resouroea 
for the number or orders constraint is 8/0.04 or 200 and tbat 

for the eet ~P time constraint (8/0.1615)(4) or 198. Since 

the procurement quant1ty tor number ot order& oonatraint is 

hi.gher, 1t will be selected according to "Rule two"• 

~t•p r.our - eolve rer th• 20p!tra1J!!• 1~ •!tp ~· Tb• 
problem now reduces to the general model w1tb the varebouae 

constraint and the number or orders conatra1nt which baa 
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already been solved under 1llus.trativ(J// example or Chapter 

III. The procurement quantity waa 200 unita and Imu: was 

25 units. 
It can be shown that the above technique not onlJ 

avoids 1ncompat:!.bil!.t1 but also aat1af1ea all four oon•tra1nta. 

Tbua. 

(1)(10)(25) < !$0 -for warehouse constraint 

250 • 250 

for number or order constraint 8/200 c - o.o4 
o.off • o.oli 
(25)(4.50) < 135 -
112.5 < 135 

tor s•t up t1me constraint {8/200)(11) < 0.1615 -
0.1600 < 0.1615. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The single-item• s1-ngle-source inventory syr.tem was 

treated with multiple constraint:; tor the seneritl mcdel 

and the special model. The: Lfigrang1an multiplier tech-

nique was iu;ed. for opt1mii:a.~tlon. The findings can be 

summarized as follow~: 

General model with two oon1tr'lf.ntJLr. The general 

model under th~ warehouee eonetra1nt and the number of 

ordera constraint was d1scuJS-aed in Chapter III. The values 

of the Lagrangian multipliers were determined explicitly aa. 

l u c -number or orders P 
C' D(l-D/fl) s 2 ** + 

2A 

(Cb + cs)s2 
2K'2~ID(l•D/;) 

Tbe policy variables were also determined expl1c1tly ae, 

Q"" D/A 

L • O'l' - ( D/ A) ( 1-D/R) + S/Kw • 

Similar expreaa1ons can be developed when the capital 

constraint and the set up t1me conetraint were acting 

a1multaneously. 
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Oeneral model witb more than two sonatra1nta. It was 

shown that 1neompat1b111ty existed whenever more than two 

oonatrainta were active. The tour constraint• with the 
general model were subdivided into two gPCupa or 1ncom• 

patible eonatra1nta. the 1noompa,1b111t7 being present 

within the group itself. 

Group A. (Warehouse + Capital). 

9rou2 a. [Number of orders + Set up time]. 

All other incompatible combinations which can be rorm•hi 

by oomb1n1ng either (or both) of these groups in combination 

with the remaining constraints were also listed in Chapter 

IV, 

Two rules were developed to help select tbe proper 

oonatra1nts when 1ncompatib1l1ty existed. Tbeae rulea were 

auocesaful not only in avoiding 1ncompat1b111ty but alao in 

aat1sty1ng all the constraints s1multaneoual1. 

For all remaining compatible constraints, it was con-

cluded that Lagrangian multipliers can be detel"mined 

explicitly. 

seec1al mogel w1tb mon then two oopatra1n'f!!• The 

problem or 1noompat1b1litJ did ex1at 1n th1a case al&o but 

an additional d1tr1culty or indeterminate Q was experienced 

when.ever two or more eon1tra1nta acted simultaneously. It 

was concluded that the explicit solution tor Q could be 

obtained only when the model was subJect to one constraint 
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e.t a time. For all other cases it w.aa concluded that the 

proeurement quantity and the Lagra.ng1Gn Mtalt1pl1era could 

be determined by trial and errur Hthod onlJ. 
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DETEPM!N!ST!C INVENTORY MODELS 
WITH 

MULTIPLE CONSTTiATNTS 

by 
Balk1aan Punamchand Kacbol1Ja 

A HST EA CT 

Thia research 1a directed towards the minimization of 

the total cost of the single-item, single-source, deter-

minietic inventory system in the face or multiple conatralnta. 

The Lagrangian multiplier technique 1s used for optimization, 

'!'wo models, the general model and the spec.1al model, 

with multiple constraints ar~ studied, For the special 

model the solution becomes indeterminate and/or incompatible 

whenever .more than one constraint is active and the trial 

and error method is suggested for this situation. For the 

general model• the constraints are classified into two 

baaic groups of incompatible contJtra1nts. Also, other 

possible groups of incompatible constraints are listed. A 

sample solution for one group, out of many possible groups, 
of compatible constraints is presented. Illustrative examples 

are given, 
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